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On the subsequent pages we will attempt to summarize all those references to 
the new consciousness which were given in the previous sections. Repetitions 
can hardly be avoided. But they might be justified insofar as this important and 
for our era decisive theme is of universal significance for humanity. 

What is the meaning of the term “novel, i.e. a-rational-integral and a-temporal 
consciousness”? Some would say that these were three complicated and incom-
prehensible concepts; and it were in the end of no concern whether they would 
know about them or not. But who thinks it not only to be good but even benefi-
cial to work at a problem that touches upon the foundations of even our day-to-
day life (and of the future that takes part in shaping our present) will agree that 
an issue concerning our consciousness is worth considering.

What we call reality is determined by the type of consciousness. The reality of 
a native African, Indian or of many Asians for instance is quite different from 
ours because they envisage the world not as an opposite to their self. This idea is 
just not possible for them since they are only equipped with a poorly developed 
self. We however regard everything from the point of view of our self-awareness. 
The world for us is a seizable reality which is in opposite position to us: here am 
I, there it is, the world; and we believe to be able to administer this world since 
we know of our position in space and time, we even have to know since without 
this conscious knowledge we would be self-less, even time-less like the represen-
tatives of those civilizations we just mentioned. Their consciousness is to a cer-
tain extent still dreamlike; it still doesn’t know of self and time; these people are 
simultaneously selfless and timeless. Also we Europeans were like them, but this 
was several thousand years ago. Then we awoke to the self-awareness, attained 
so-to-speak a waking consciousness which helped us to stand awake and clear as 
a self in the world and to learn to regard space and time as calculable quantities. 
Thanks to this mental and self-dependent waking consciousness we were able to 
shape our reality in a completely new way: we created philosophy and science 
and thus made technology possible.

But the new consciousness has nothing to do with knowledge or intellectual 
overemphasis, it is rather coined by the spiritual and not by the intellectual. It 
can however let incomprehensible and formerly inconceivable knowledge be-
come obvious, including those connections we had hitherto only suspected. 

Despite all the so-called progress we made, despite all our achievements we are 
facing a growing and more and more apparent danger. This danger - and the-
se consequences cannot be overemphasized - consists of our self-dependence 
becoming too strong, thus degenerating us to egoism and selfishness and ma-
king us unrelated and in the end inhuman. Many of the best of us sense this 
development to lead into a fatal one-sidedness that threatens even our Western 
civilization since such an excessive egocentricity which follows from an uncon-
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trolled hunger for power and possession will in the end lead to materialism and 
recklessness and to loss of the notion of those values which were given prece-
dence over us. Many escape these consequences by attempting to regress into 
time- and selflessness - without being aware of it. A misunderstood yoga training 
is then expected to help or the joining of an eastern or sectarian group where 
however only the group or the guru-like teacher are regarded worth something 
so that those seeking refuge there are losing their self.

This appears to us as the negative attempt to overpower our situation. It is not 
an overpowering but an under powering (or regression) since those following 
this path place themselves below the abilities and powers of our waking con-
sciousness that we have attained over thousands of years of hard working.

But there is still another path. It leads into self-freedom by overpowering the 
self-dependence. This means it leads into a newly unfolding wide awake con-
sciousness which is free of selflessness and of egocentricity - a wide awake con-
sciousness that integrates consciously selflessness and egocentricity. But as long 
as this is achieved by the individual, something very important, even rescue is 
happening: our consciousness and accordingly our reality are gaining a fullness 
and richness of life which has been considered hitherto as impossible. Because a 
human being with such an intensified consciousness no longer depends on his 
self; not the self with its desires is master of him but he is master of his self. But 
this transforms the world with an opposite with its conditions of space and time 
to a world without opposite[i], i.e. a world of togetherness and a world of sha-
ring everything which is not space and time bound like the divine or spiritual 
since those are space and time free per se. If we succeed in overcoming selfless-
ness as well as egocentricity by integrating both consciously our mental waking 
consciousness transforms to an integral wide-awake consciousness of a self-free 
and time-free kind. But that means: the overcoming of the fatal danger that is 
presently threatening our civilization: i.e. that we perish from ego hardening, 
dependence on time and materialism.

This conception of an “integral, a-temporal consciousness” is neither utopia nor 
an illusion nor an idealizing wishful thinking but on the contrary it represents 
so-to-speak a richer reality and sketches it. Thanks to the opening of this novel 
consciousness this new reality is presently becoming visible everywhere, not 
only with us but also in Asia. This I have broadly documented in my writings. 
Like any novelty it looks at first very strange - but is at the same time consistent-
ly shaping our existing consciousness potential: it is a spiritual event that hurts 
and has an inherent guarantee that we and the world and humanity proceed 
towards a new and positve reality. 

But it will not be easy for everybody to take this into account, not even as a 
possibility. To be able to do this and to gain clarity as the crisis of our world 
situation demands it, one has at first to free oneself from prejudices and from 
wrong thinking habits. Precondition for this is to become transparent to oneself, 
to accept the participation of the archaic, magical and mythic structures that 
are co-establishing us and not to adjudicate exclusive validity only to the men-
tal-rational structure. To attain this clarity that enables us to view in superior 
style the life-sustaining effects of all these structures without falling back into a 
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deficient magical superstition or enchantment or into deficient magical dreams 
or irrational ideas it is necessary to do what nobody particularly likes to do: to 
work on oneself. The necessary alteration of the world and of humanity will 
not be achieved through attempts for improvements; the utopians are evading 
with their fight for a so-called “better world” the task to better themselves; they 
are playing the usual human yet deplorable game of demanding from others 
what they themselves are too lazy to accomplish; but the apparent successes 
they achieve do not relieve them of having betrayed not only the world but also 
themselves. Of course, those trying to shape and master their lives exclusively 
from a mental-rational point of view are facing difficulties. The younger genera-
tions will already have an easier task to realize the novel consciousness that we 
called an a-perspectival, an a-rational or an integral consciousness. (The diffe-
rent connotations which all mean the same concept result from the respective 
area from which the novel consciousness is raised into transparency or diapha-
neity.) Because these generations have already been born into the climate of the 
integral consciousness which is presently becoming manifest.

This statement requires to deal with two other subjects that have hitherto been 
treated only from a one-sided rational point of view: they relate to the presently 
valid development concept and to the hitherto not as permissible regarded fact 
of a consciousness structure which is overriding the human, i.e. the integral.

The statement that the younger generations would already be born into the 
climate of the novel consciousness structure requires a new understanding of 
the development concept as well as the recognition of the fact that the novel 
consciousness is manifesting itself per se within human, world and time by be-
coming transparent in them. As long as one follows the Darwinian idea of de-
velopment, i.e. as long as one cannot digress from the traditional and erroneous 
habit of thinking that development is a course of events or a process that runs 
in a single track, appropriately and progressively towards an aim, as long as one 
adjudicates exclusive validity and value to this pragmatic and final definition, 
the assumption that a generation could be born into the just opening new con-
sciousness is not possible since this is a spiritual and not a biological process.

If we cannot free ourselves from the one-sided Darwinistic concept of evolution 
and do not take other types of occurrences into account that are certainly hap-
pening, we are stuck with the rationally postulated purposive course of events 
and hence in a rational impasse. Therefore I added to the first volume or part of 
my book “The Ever-Present Origin” the subtitle “A Contribution to the History 
of the Awakening of Consciousness” and did not deal with a development of 
consciousness. History is the course of events; development is only a rational 
partial aspect of the course of events and hence a constriction to it. The appea-
rance of the new consciousness is not a stopover on the way towards a purposive 
so-called higher development but enrichment and intensifying of the human 
consciousness as well as an answer of our awareness to the integral and spiritual 
world consciousness which had been hitherto overriding us and over the last 
millennia always been present in a selected few thus enabling with its invisible 
radiation humanity’s survival. 
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There is no one-sided (only one-directional) course of events as the Darwinian 
development implies. Such a course of events can only be accepted by a one-
sided anthropocentric, final-materialistic, pragmatic and hybrid-rational thin-
king.

Because all events are polar events, they are not purposive. That part visible to 
us is the necessary pole to the events which are not visible to us. These invisible 
events activate the new consciousness which has always been latent and dormant 
within us. Evolution is from this point of view a taking shape (Herausbildung: 
e = ex, volvere = kreisen —> evolution) of the novel hitherto latent forces of the 
human consciousness which is triggered by the correspondent complementing 
involution of the integral component of world consciousness: to the involution 
of the spiritual world-consciousness into the worldly sphere answers its other 
pole while awakening: the readiness of our consciousness that the integral and 
a-temporal consciousness takes shape out of ourselves at the right world hour. 

I have already pointed out formerly[ii] that the “spiritual world consciousness” 
forms the pole to our consciousness, that our newly forming consciousness 
structure is an answer to the “world thought” (or “world consciousness”), which 
should not be confused with Hegelian thoughts. The same is true for the invo-
lution process as such. It was Sri Aurobindo who called this constellation which 
is complementary to our consciousness, “involution”[iii]. 

Whoever purified, intensified and prepared his consciousness to such a degree 
that it could enhance the integral, he lives in participation with the universe. 
From this participation that manifests itself here and now but which requires 
the integral consciousness as a prerequisite, the rescue of our world may take its 
course. It will depend on only a few who are already executing consciously this 
process in our days and years and thus enable the spiritual impact of new forces 
in human, world and humanity. 

Translated by Theo Roettgers

(First published in: “Neue Horizonte”, Europa Verlag, Zürich 1967.
Jean Gebser:  „Das Integrale Bewusstsein”  in: Jean Gebser: Gesamtausgabe, Vol. 5/2, Novalis 
Verlag, Schaffhausen 1999)
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